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COPYRIGHT ©
Nothing within this edition may be copied, reproduced or stored onto a retrieval
system without the written approval of Portek Ltd or manufacturer Im- en Export Frijters
Rijsbergen BV. Im- en Export Frijters Rijsbergen BV reserves the right to change the above
mentioned technical data, as a result of the ongoing innovative development of the
LaserStrike, without prior notification. Furthermore, the technical data may be different
from one country to another. This is a translated copy of the original Instruction Manual,
written in the Dutch language.

1. Symbols in this Instruction Manual and on the Laser-Strike
SYMBOL

MEANING
Reading the Instruction Manual
is mandatory
Take care!
Important instruction within the
Instruction Manual

!

Laser beam
Label on the Laser-Strike:
“Never look into the laser beam and
never point the device towards people”
Label on the Laser-Strike:
“Never look into the laser beam and
never point the beam towards people”
CLASS 3B LASER DEVICE

LASER RADIATION
AVOID DIRECT EYE EXPOSURE
CLASS 3B PRODUCT

1.1

Warranty

For this point, the General Terms & Conditions of Portek Ltd are applicable.
Portek Ltd cannot be held liable for any injuries or damages that may occur, if
the Laser-strike is used in any way than those described in the Intended Use,
Operating Instructions, Usage Requirements and/or if the Laserstrike had been
modified in any way. Warranty is given for 12 months from the date of
purchase, covering manufacturing flaws.
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1. 2

INTRODUCTION

Please read this Instruction Manual carefully before
operating the device. Always keep this Instruction Manual
near the LASER-STRIKE as a reference, in order to have
the opportunity to consult the Operating and Safety
Instructions it contains at any time.

!

Operating the LASER-STRIKE is ONLY allowed if this
Instruction Manual is thoroughly known and understood.
The operator has to fully respect all Usage Requirements
and enforce these within his company.

This Instruction Manual contains the necessary instructions to operate, clean
and service the device. Only this way safe operation, proper functioning and
extended device life can be guaranteed.
This Instruction Manual has been compiled with great care. However, should
you find any errors or have any uncertainty, please contact your supplier
before starting the operation of the LASER-STRIKE.
The images in this Instruction Manual are intended as instructive material only
and cannot serve any other purpose.

The LASER-STRIKE uses optical quality precision lenses and
components and has been specifically developed for use as
a safe, effective, silent, birdscaring tool which is ideal for
agricultural use in built-up areas and buildings where loud
noises are a problem to livestock and the general public.
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2.		

2.1

LASER-STRIKE

Intended use

The LASER-STRIKE is designed to scare and clear birds either at close range
or at distances of up to 600m. It is most effective when used in low light
conditions (i.e winter) and at dawn and dusk when the birds are most active
or roosting.
LASER-STRIKE IS MANUFACTURED FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY.
(laser classification 3B)

Your LASER-STRIKE has been specially designed as a professional tool to be
used by a trained, qualified and specifically designated specialist; the operator
is deemed qualified after reading and understanding ALL the operating and
safety instructions within this publication.
The LASER-STRIKE is not to be confused with cheap, inferior lasers that have
low beam quality, are ineffective and can be potentially dangerous.
Intended to be used outdoors
Powered through batteries
Proven to be successful in many different situations, scaring away all kinds
of birds that cause a problem to crop production and general infestation.
Frequent use will cause the birds to return less quickly after they were
scared away.
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The LASER-STRIKE has been proved successful in a wide variety of situations
against a large number of troublesome bird species. It is effective in arable
locations, grain stores, cattle buildings, landfill sites and industrial installations.
Frequent use of the LASER-STRIKE will clear the most persistent and stubborn
birds for long periods of time.

Seagulls

Woodpigeons

Crows and rooks

Starlings

Geese

Cormorants

Where to use:

3
3
3
3

Livestock buildings
Crops and fields
Agricultural grain stores
Fisheries and fish farms
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3
3
3
3

Industrial
Landfill sites
Recycling plants
Airports

2.2

Case & contents

LASER-STRIKE Bird Scarer
User Guide
2 x Batteries
Battery Charger
Key switch
Keys for secure use

2.3

Device description

The LASER-STRIKE is equipped with a key switch and an indicator light.
If necessary, the case can be locked by means of a padlock.

Warning labels

Key switch and key

Lens

Laser beam adjusting ring

Indicator light
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Battery compartment cover

3.		

SAFETY

Before operating the LASER-STRIKE, make sure to carefully read the
Safety Instructions.
3.1

Safety Instructions

Before operating the LASER-STRIKE, you should hold the device
in your hand, as if it were a flashlight. The LASER-STRIKE should

!

fit comfortably in your hand, as to avoid the risk of uncontrolled
movements. THIS DEVICE CONTAINS A CLASS 3B LASER.
NEVER look into the laser beam
NEVER point the device at other people.
NEVER give the device to any “non certified/authorised” person.
Ensure that only trained & certified personnel are allowed to operate the laser.
NEVER aim the laser at aircraft, watercraft, moving vehicles or in other
situations where vision and situational awareness are critical
NEVER use near residences, roads or any other obstacles until a properly
executed risk assessment has been undertaken.
NEVER operate if the lens is broken or otherwise damaged
NEVER operate in a wet environment
NEVER leave in a cold vehicle overnight - optimal operation is achieved when
the unit is kept in a warm environment
ALWAYS ensure no other people are close to the working area
ALWAYS keep out of reach of children
ALWAYS store the device in a locked enclosure
ALWAYS keep your device at an ambient temperature for best
		

results (15-20ºC)
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If the laser flashes across your eyes, allow yourself to blink and look away.
The normal “blink reflex” is quick enough to prevent a hazardous eye
exposure. DO NOT stare directly into the beam or reflection.
DO NOT look directly into the LASER-STRIKE laser beam with optical
light gathering instruments such as binoculars, telescopes, rifle

!

scopes, spotting scopes, cameras, etc. These devices collect more
light than your bare eyes, if they look directly into the beam or
a bright reflection.
This class of laser will not cause skin burns, nor start fires. The only potential
hazard is only to the eyes if instructions for use are not followed correctly!
3.2

Laws and Rules concerning Laser Classes and Safety

The laser classification and this Instruction Manual have been compiled in
accordance with the harmonised European Standard EN IEC 60825-1:2014.
The operator should comply with the requirements listed in sections 6.12,
6.26 and 6.27 of the ARBO-resolution.
3.3

Residual risks

The residual risk of the LASER-STRIKE device is that eye damage
may occur after looking straight into the laser beam, with or

!

without optical devices.
The operator should ensure that neither himself or any exposed persons could
look straight into the laser beam, which could lead to eye damage or even
blindness.
The same applies to airplanes, cars & all moving vehicles.
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4.		

USE AND OPERATION

4.1

Getting started

Operation is only allowed for “internally certified/authorised” operators.
The employer must register the names and the training level of each operator.
NEVER allow to be distracted when you are operating the device
Ensure the light source of the LASER-STRIKE is clean at all times.
ALWAYS remove the batteries BEFORE cleaning the light source.

!

Ensure to NEVER look straight into the light source of an active laser,
as this might lead to irreversible eye damage!
DO NOT operate the LASER-STRIKE if people are, or could be, within
the reach of the laser beam.
4.2

Commissioning

Rotate the end cap to the left and insert battery
with the positive (+) side facing outward. The
end cap can then be securely replaced and your
device is ready to use. The on and off switch is
located at the base of the end cap. LASER-STRIKE
may take between 10-30 seconds to warm up and reach it brightest light.
Alternatively, you can make your LASER-STRIKE more secure by using the
end cap with the built in key function.

TURN KEY
ON - OFF
PRESS BUTTON IN CAP TO TURN ON - OFF
OR USE KEY TO OPERATE AS SHOWN
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4.3

Operation

Getting started: ALWAYS point the laser beam downward when you switch ON
the LASER-STRIKE
1. Gradually move the beam over the ground towards your objective: the
birds you want to scare away.
2. Next, point directly towards the birds or just above them.
3. Normally the birds will immediately flee to a nearby hiding place; follow
them with the beam to scare them away. If this is regularly done, the birds
will soon regard that hiding place as a “no-go area”.
Pointing the LASER-STRIKE into the roosting area at dawn and dusk, before
the birds are active, strongly reinforces this deterrent effect and disturbs their
roosting habits; forcing them to find a new site.
The LASER-STRIKE is intended to be used at times when daylight is less
intense e.g during winter. The beam will not be seen in bright sunlight and
will therefore not be efficient.
Switch on LASER-STRIKE, aim downwards and run
beam across floor towards target birds until you
see the green dot hit the target, then sweep
across to the next group of birds.

1
9

Sweep the LASER-STRIKE beam from
side to side, just above or at
the birds.

2
Follow birds heading for cover in the trees and
drive them away from there too.

3
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4.4

Cleaning & Maintenance:

Clean the LASER-STRIKE with a soft dry cloth to prevent scratches. Remove
any external dirt or sand with a soft brush so as to avoid scratching the finish.
Do not disassemble to clean the inside of the device - only open the unit to
change the battery.
Do not leave outside in rain or immerse in water - NOT WATERPROOF.
DO NOT attempt to disassemble or clean the LASER-STRIKE internally. 		
This will invalidate the warranty. If your LASER-STRIKE requires repair 		
or adjustment, see warranty card for return information. Store in a 		
moisture free environment.
Should you encounter problems DO NOT attempt to repair or modify 		
a faulty LASER-STRIKE unit, always return it to Portek.
DO NOT use if the LASER-STRIKE lens is cracked or damaged!

4.5

Service and Repairs:

Opening the LASER-STRIKE for any other reason than battery replacement is
not allowed.
Service and repairs can only be performed by the manufacturer:
Im- en Export Frijters Rijsbergen B.V.
Smokstraat 2
4891 ZK Rijsbergen (NL)
The Netherlands
or
by the supplier of your LASER-STRIKE
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5.		

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

LASER-STRIKE is NOT A TOY! It should be used responsibly. Carefully read all
operation and safety information prior to use.
The LASER-STRIKE emits a powerful laser light which can potentially cause eye
injuries if not used correctly. Please follow this user guide to ensure maximum
safety when using your LASER-STRIKE device.
DO NOT look directly into the laser beam or into the lens of the LASER-STRIKE
during operation as this causes temporary eye damage like weld flash or
looking at the sun for long periods.
NEVER point the beam at anyone!
5.1

Device Specifications:

IP Code:

52

Dimensions:

5 x 22.5cm

Weight:

300 grams

Battery:

2 x 18650 batteries

Battery life from full charge:

2 hrs approx. continuous - 4 to 6 hrs intermittent

Battery charge time:

8 hrs approx.

Battery lifespan:

3 years (dependent on use)

Wavelength laser light:

532mm (lime green)

Lifetime laser diode:

5000 hrs

Operating temperature:

+15˚C to +45 C˚

Output power:

100 mW

Storage temperature:

-20˚C to +65 C˚

Laser class:

3B

Min beam divergence:

0.05mrad

Operating voltage:

3, 6 up to 9 volts

Max beam divergence:

1.8 degree
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6.		

EC-DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY

LaserOp 1.0

6

EC-Declaration of Conformity
(Directive 2004/108/EC
and Directive 2014/30/EU)
EC-DECLARATION
OF CONFORMITY
(Directive 2004/108/EC and Directive 2014/30/EU)
Im- en Export Frijters Rijsbergen B.V., Smokstraat 2, 4891 ZK Rijsbergen (NL),
The Netherlands, hereby
declares that the
device, hereafter called Laser-Strike
EC-Declaration
of Conformity
meets the requirements
of
the
Directives
and
Standards
mentioned hereafter
(Directive 2004/108/EC and Directive
2014/30/EU)
amongst others.
Im- en Export Frijters Rijsbergen B.V., Smokstraat 2, 4891 ZK Rijsbergen (NL),
Type:
Laser-Strike
The Netherlands, hereby declares that the device, hereafter called LaserOp,
meets
requirements
of theon
Directives
and Standards
Serial the
number:
mentioned
the Laser-strike
devicementioned hereafter
amongst others.

EC-Directives used:
• EMC-Directive
Type:
LASEROP 2004/108/EC
1.0 Serial number: mentioned on the LaserOp device
• EMC-Directive 2014/30/EU
Applied Standards
EC-Directives
used:
IEC 60529:1992/A1:2000
•• EN
EMC-Directive
2004/108/EC
• (Degrees
EMC-Directive
2014/30/EU
of protection
provided by enclosures (IP Code).
• EN IEC 60825-1:2014
Applied
Standards:
(Safety
of laser products. Equipment classification and requirements)
•• EN
EN61000-6-2:2005
IEC 60529:1992/A1:2000 (Degrees of protection provided by enclosures
(IP Code).
(Electro
Magnetic Compatibility (EMC) Chapter 6-2:Generic Standards - 		
• Immunity
EN IEC 60825-1:2014
of laser products. Equipment classification and
for Industrial(Safety
Environments)
requirements)
• EN 61000-6-4:2006+A1:2011
• EN 61000-6-2: 2005 (Electro Magnetic Compatibility (EMC) - Chapter 6-2:
(Electro
Chapter
6-4: Generic Standards - 		
Generic Magnetic
StandardsCompatibility
– Immunity for(EMC)
Industrial
Environments)
Standard for Industrial
Environments)
• Emission
EN 61000-6-4:2006+A1:2011
(Electro
Magnetic Compatibility (EMC) – Chapter
6-4: Generic Standards – Emission Standard for Industrial Environments)
Rijsbergen, August 20, 2015

A. Frijters, CEO
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LASER RADIATION
AVOID DIRECT EYE EXPOSURE
CLASS 3B PRODUCT

PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY

See the LASER-STRIKE in action at

www.portek.co.uk
Portek Ltd. Bryn Hall, Knolton Bryn, Overton-on-Dee
Wrexham, LL13 0LF
Phone: +44(0)1234 88 94 54

Email: info@portek.co.uk

